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RAILWAY SCANDAL RISKING
KENYA’S DEVELOPMENT

I

IMPRESSED: IMF managing director Christine Lagarde confers with Finance cabinet secretary Henry
Rotich during a media briefing at Treasury building on Monday last week.
BY LOLA OKULO
THE Monetary Policy Committee is widely expected to
maintain the central bank rate
at 8.5 per cent at its first meeting of the year tomorrow.
In its 2014 economy outlook, analysts at Old Mutual
Kenya said with no material
risks that could cause inflation to rise rapidly, the Central Bank’s rate advisory team
was likely to pursue its current
monetary stance.
In December, the inflation
rate dropped to 7.15 per cent
from 7.36 per cent in November. This was the third reduction in a row.
In its global focus report
for 2014, multinational bank
Standard Chartered said it
expects the first policy rate
hike by the MPC to take
place in July revising its earlier projection of a CBR hike
in March.
Defending its position,

Standard Chartered said in the
report that with expectations
of favourable rainfall amounts,
inflation will most likely swing
between seven and eight per
cent for most of 2014.
“I expect the MPC to hold
rates steady. There were some
overblown claims that inflation was set to surge post the
VAT reforms but the evidence
points at that being a one time
event,” said economic analyst
Aly Khan Saatchu.
“On balance, I see an
unchanged MPC. The big
game changer will be a significant easing in domestic
rates post the Eurobond issue. Crude oil is a big wild
card and I expect fuel prices
to trend lower on a reduced
geopolitical premium and
that this will support a GDP
acceleration in 2014.”
During her visit to Kenya last
week, IMF managing director
lauded Kenya for taming inflation adding that the economy

is good and the country was
heading in the right direction.
Meanwhile, the Kenya Revenue Authority will also be
releasing its revenue performance report for quarter two of
year 2013/2014.
KRA surpassed its target
of Sh224 billion for the first
quarter by 1.6 per cent by collecting Sh228 billion helped by
higher imports and improved
value added tax collection.
In the second quarter KRA
launched the i-Tax electronic
system which aims to reduce
tax evasion and simplify tax
records and remission, a move
that is expected to have a positive impact on revenue collection.
In his budget speech last
June, Treasury cabinet secretary said the government
is targeting Sh1.3 billion in
revenues with Sh961.3 billion
from ordinary revenue and
Sh67 billion from appropriations in aid.

Emirates woos shoppers to Dubai festival
BY STAR REPORTER
EMIRATES has unveiled accommodation
promotion
packages for a minimum of
$177 (Sh15,381) to boost passenger traffic for the ongoing
Dubai shopping festival that
ends on February 2.
The tour business arm of the
Dubai based airline - Emirates
Holidays - has partnered with

more than 50 hotels for subsidised accommodation costs
starting from $177 for three
nights per person sharing.
“Emirates invites businessmen, families with children,
as well as those still young
at heart, to come and experience everything our hometown has to offer during
this period – great raffles,
promotions and discounts ,”

said Stephen Kisaka, Emirates sales and marketing
manager in Kenya.
The offer includes breakfast,
personalised meet-and-assist at
Dubai International Airport,
transfers (airports and hotel)
by seat-in-coach for three and
four star hotels and by private
car for five star hotels. It also
includes room tax and service
charges.

t was indeed a fine pleasure hosting the inestimable
Christine Lagarde at Mindspeak. She said many things
and when Hannah gave her
roses and said; ‘’I want to be like
you’’ Lagarde replied; ‘’Work hard
and you can be anything you
want to be.’’
Her entire speech can be
read via this Link http://www.
rich.co.ke/rcfrbs/docs/Kenya_
Speech_Jan7_asdelivered.pdf
and is worth reading in full. Its
nuanced, erudite and sophisticated.
Lagarde confirmed that the
IMF would imminently upgrade
the global economy;
‘’The global recovery that is
underway remains uneven and
subdued, and its underlying
dynamics are shifting. Recent
indicators suggest that activity in
advanced economies is gaining
momentum.’’
With regard to Kenya and its
worth appreciating that her visit
and her imprimatur is a powerful message of its own, madam
Lagarde said;
‘’Kenya has indeed come a long
way over the past few years. The
key is now to build on this momentum, with emphasis in the
following areas. We might call
them the ‘three C’s’: completing
fiscal devolution; closing infrastructure gaps; and continuing
regional integration.’’
Speaking about devolution,
‘’spending needs to remain within
the available envelope of public
resources—and be transparent’’
And that took me into a rabbit hole (I have been reading
Thomas Pynchon’s The Bleeding
Edge of late and allow me to
insert a quote which floored me
and is worthy of the nobel prize
for literature all of its own:
“No matter how the official
narrative of this turns out,” it
seemed to Heidi, “these are the
places we should be looking, not
in newspapers or television but
at the margins, graffiti, uncontrolled utterances, bad dreamers
who sleep in public and scream

in their sleep.’’
So there I am in a feedback
loop back to the day, when I had
persuaded my directors at Credit
Suisse first Boston to allow me
to trade interest rate futures. I
was given some chunky limits
and I had finally reached the
cockpit. There I was with a green
light to seriously expand the
balance sheet. It was an exciting
moment. And, what with the government all set to pull the trigger
on a Eurobond in an amount not
less than $1.5b and probably $2b
if market conditions allow, a proposed supersized railway spend,
it seems to me that there are
parallels between my moment
many years ago and Kenya’s moment in 2014.
Now when you trade futures,
The first thing is you need to be
right directionally. You want to be
buying something that is going
up or be selling something that
is going down. Otherwise, you
will be ‘stopped out’ I am certain
that blowing up the balance
sheet to spend on infrastructure is the right thing. We are
a transit state, the gateway to
world markets for the EAC (the
Bagamoyo project, therefore, is a
fly in our ointment) and in order
to embed and entrench that
gateway status, we need first
class infrastructure. A gateway
needs a gatekeeper and we can
charge a fee. So, I have no doubt
that directionally this is the right
thing to do.
In futures trading, there is
a term called ‘slippage’ which
means where you intended
to buy something for a 1,000
shillings a share and you end up
paying 1,050.00. Thats 50 shillings of slippage right there. Too
much slippage is self evidently
a very bad thing. Good trades
turn bad and before too long you
will be ‘stopped out.’ The current
news flow and the high-low price
range around the Railways is
signalling elevated ‘slippage’ risk.
“The project will define my
legacy as President of Kenya”
President Kenyatta said.

Shares go up and down and readers are advised that this column represents Mr
Satchu’s personal opinions.

